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About Us

As a contemporary design firm, our

mission is to achieve the client's

needs through architecture and

interior design, creating a versatile,

modern and luxurious proposal.



Our Products

Our materials are imported from
the European Union to the
United States of America.

Placed in iconic interior spaces: luxury general cabinets,

backsplashes for high-profile kitchens, high-end closets,

bathrooms, dressing rooms and bars.

Architectural MDF Panels

Cabinet hardware solutions that we offer have been

improving homes all over the world for decades. Our

easy-to-assemble solutions improve furniture quality and

reduce installation time.

Cabinet Hardware



Services

Bringing all your ideas together,

our studio will suggest the perfect

products, colors, and materials for

your space.

ARCHITECTURAL AND

ENGINEERING DESIGN

We assist you in the process of

incorporating your ideas into the

site construction. From installing a

kitchen or vanity, to re-designing

your living room to be the perfect

space for you.

INSTALLATION 

PROJECT

MANAGEMENT

It all matters when you’re thinking

of improving any interior design.

Discuss your ideas with our

experienced designers.

CONSULTATION



Recognizing 
the need
is the 
primary 
condition 
for design.
Charles Eames



Ergonomics

We analyze and apply the psychological and physiological principles to the engineering and design of our

products and systems. Our goal is to enhance safety and comfort with a specific focus on the interaction

between our clients and our designed spaces.



Our Drawer Systems are also a perfect solution for the high

end kitchen and bathroom furniture. Its 14mm sides create a

sleek look and ensure an efficient utilisation of the drawer

space.

Our new concealed hinge with integrated soft-closing is

also the perfect solution for high-end cabinets. It provides a

lifetime of consistent performance for a lifetime of

consumer satisfaction. Its intuitive, tool-free mounting

system saves valuable time in cabinet assembly.

Cabinet Hardware
Solutions 

Titus Group Technologies



Our  most forward-thinking
designs make a statement
in any room.

High Gloss and Matt finishes in our panels.



High Scratch
Resistance

Stain
Resistance

Easy Cleaning Long durability Antibacterial
Treatment

Color Stability Gloss Level 101
GU

Reflected or
Matt Image

Barrier Effect Eco-Friendly

Technical Data
COMPOSITION OF OUR PANELS.
Medium density fiberboard (MDF) base board
coated with decorative paper and lacquered with
UV treatment on its front face.

FORMAT
4x9 feet.

THICKNESS
3/4 inches.

OTHER PROPERTIES



Master Bathroom

Uppers

Background Wall

Auxiliary Worktops

Sidewall

Bathroom Worktop

Auxiliary Front

Barthroom Doors



Bedroom

Headboard Wardrobe Headboard Nightstand



WARRANTY

Luxury Cabinetry
We stand behind our work, we structure

and manufacture every high-end

cabinet using only the best installers in

the area and top designers.

Titus Hardware
Also, Titus concealed furniture hinges

carry a lifetime warranty on the quality

of material, composition and function

of its hinges for the period the original

purchaser owns them. 



Upcoming
Store
Openings

SOUTH TEXAS

MISSION, LAREDO.

CENTRAL TEXAS

AUSTIN

NORTH TEXAS

DALLAS


